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Why did some Bay Area businesses get PPP loans, but not others? According to a Chronicle analysis of census data, businesses in higher-income or predominantly white census tracts in the Bay Area are more likely to have received a PPP loan than businesses in areas that are

Apple News - Business apple/business

Roland Li, Business Reporter Roland Li covers commercial real estate for the business desk, focusing on the Bay Area office and retail sectors. He was previously a reporter at San Francisco Business Times, where he won one award from the

Shwanika Narayan, Business Reporter She previously covered retail and small businesses on the business desk. Before joining the paper in 2019, she worked at The Los Angeles Business Journal and freelanced for AJ+, NBC News, Quartz, and Hyphen

Morris, Energy Reporter, Business J.D. Morris covers energy and climate change, focusing on such areas as the electric grid, renewables, carbon emissions and disasters, particularly wildfires and earthquakes. Before joining The Chronicle, he was

Letters to the Editor: Hold gun businesses accountable for shootings We must urge our local representatives to
pass progressive plastic policies and to call for corporations like Whole Foods to mitigate their plastic waste. And private businesses should not have to deal with


**Santa Rosa orders residents, businesses to reduce water use by 20%** By Omar Shaikh Rashad The Santa Rosa City Council approved mandatory water-use restrictions for its residents and businesses starting Thursday, becoming the sixth city in Sonoma County to cut back on water. The

**Van Ness project has been plagued by delays and ruined businesses.** With business at the restaurant in peril, he got a job as a Muni operator to make end's meet. I have no business. She says the Van Ness construction has affected her business.

**Readers are hungry for negative restaurant reviews - even if businesses aren't** Restaurants are still working on staffing up and paying back their debts and back rent, one person wrote, so it would be fairest to give the businesses time to heal.

**California adds 5 states it won't send employees on**
official business, citing anti-LGBTQ discrimination He said some states, in response to pressure from businesses as well as the California law, have been backing away from their harshest measures. "We're in the midst of an unprecedented wave of discrimination

Small businesses can't find workers. Newsom to small businesses: Worker shortages won't last By Joe Garofoli Gov. Gavin Newsom had a big challenge when he stopped in Oakland on Thursday to highlight, as his office put it, "small businesses roaring
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